Congratulations on your admission to the Academy of Espionage. Use the spy name generator below to reveal your secret code name. Write your answer and cut the card along the dotted lines to create your new ID badge.

Choose the first letter of your first name, and the month of your birthday from the list below to generate your Spy Code Name:

- A: Golden
- B: Red
- C: Rogue
- D: Alpha
- E: Iron
- F: Secret
- G: Hot
- H: Green
- I: The
- J: Wild
- K: Silver
- L: Slick
- M: Big
- N: Deadly
- O: Flash
- P: Black
- Q: Cold
- R: Wild
- S: Dark
- T: Blue
- U: Stone
- V: Lone
- W: Sly
- X: Sterling
- Y: Ultimate
- Z: Rocket

January: Danger
February: Spider
March: Lightning
April: Ghost
May: Ninja
June: Wolf
July: Storm
August: Scorpion
September: Cobra
October: Shadow
November: Jaguar
December: Lightning
Pair up with a fellow spy school student. One will read the top-secret dossier and the other will be asked to provide words (a.k.a clues) to fill in the blanks. Once all of the blanks are filled, the reader will decipher the message and read it aloud!

To: ____________________________
   Director of Covert Affairs
   The White House

As part of the continuing investigation into Operation _______________ (verb ending in "ing") Badger, the following pages have been transcribed from hours of debriefings of _______________ (your spy code name) and _______________ (your partner's spy code name), first year students at the Academy of Espionage. The acceptances to the _______________ academy, while unprecedented, were sanctioned by The Office of InterAgency Affairs to secure top secret _______________.

As the operation did not proceed as planned, Investigation Leaping _______________ (plural animals) has been launched to determine exactly what went wrong at _______________ (a place), why it went wrong, and who should be _______________ (adjective ending in "ed") for it.

After reading these documents, they are to be destroyed immediately, in accordance with CIA Security Directive 163-12A. No discussion of these pages will be tolerated, except during the review, which will be conducted at _______________. Please note that no _______________ (verb) _______________ (noun) will be allowed at said meeting.

I look forward to hearing your thoughts.

________________________________________
   Director of Internal Investigations
Solve the rebuses to build your word bank—then find them in the word search!

Helpful Hint: A rebus is a puzzle that uses pictures and letters to represent a word or phrase.

1) 🐥 - (er) = ____________________
2) 🦆 - (sea) + (ible) = ____________________
3) c + ( ) - p ) = ____________________
4) red + 🇺🇸 = ____________________
5) 🧠 + ll's = ____________________
6) c + 🧵 - p = ____________________
7) 🔄 ( - α) + cret = ____________________
8) ☕ + m = ____________________
A mission-critical test tube has been stolen from the Science Pod, and base commander Nina Stack needs your help tracking down the culprit! In order to catch them (and make sure everyone believes your story), you’ll need to retrace their steps. Unscramble the clues below to figure out which rooms they visited on their way to the scene of the crime.

**ANSWERS:**

Room Order: 1 – Temp Residence (Female), 2 – Gymnasium, 3 – Mess Hall, 4 – Medical Bay, 5 – Rec Room, 6 – Bathrooms, 7 – Control Room

1. ewn rgli  
   **ROOM:** ____________________________________ (The Culprit's Residence!)

2. pmpu rnoi  
   **ROOM:** ____________________________________

3. ncsak mtei  
   **ROOM:** ____________________________________

4. neeglfi cski  
   **ROOM:** ____________________________________

5. egam no  
   **ROOM:** ____________________________________

6. swha oruy dhsan  
   **ROOM:** ____________________________________

7. thglsi uto  
   **ROOM:** ____________________________________
Can you figure out which inhabitant of FunJungle each of these facts is about? Once you’ve figured out the answers and filled in the crossword, quiz your friends and family to see how many they can guess!

ACROSS
3. It’s no surprise that a group of this animal is called a tower.
4. This gentle giant is known for its tremendous memory, but it can also run twenty-five miles an hour! (And did you know it’s the only animal with four knees?)
6. This big cat needs its beauty rest. On a typical day, it can sleep up to twenty hours!
9. This arctic dweller has paws as big as baseball mitts!
10. This flightless bird doesn’t have teeth, but it does have spines on its tongue and inside its beak to help it catch its prey.

DOWN
1. This red-haired ape is one of the closest relatives of human beings—it shares nearly 97% of our DNA!
2. Scientists aren’t exactly sure if this herbivore’s stripes are for camouflage, temperature control, or something else entirely. But they do know each one has a unique coat.
5. This playful sea creature is an especially fast learner. It can learn new tricks just by watching people do them first.
7. This predator of the deep has a bad reputation, but around the world it kills fewer than ten people a year.
8. This ferocious feline’s roar is pretty loud. You can hear it from almost two miles away!

ANSWERS:
It’s your first day on the job as a tour guide at FunJungle and disaster has struck—your notecards blew out of your hands and now they’re out of order! Can you figure out which fun facts you’ll need to introduce visitors to each of the zoo’s main attractions? Fill in the blank at the top of each card with one of the animals named below.

- Mountain Lion
- Panda
- Rhinoceros
- Koala
- Hippopotamus

**Wild Fact SCRAMBLE!**

They spend most of their waking life eating. They eat between twenty-five and forty pounds a day, which takes about sixteen hours!

They spend so little time thinking, their brains seem to have shrunk over the last 300 years. They are the only known animal whose brain fills only half its skull!

Who needs sunblock when you can roll around in mud? These animals “wallow” in mud then let it dry to protect their skin from the sun!

They’re more dangerous than they look! Their foot-long teeth are sharp enough to bite a crocodile in half.

A bunch of big cities in America were built smack dab in the middle of their territory and they didn’t move too far away. One lived in a park in the middle of LA for years!

Their favorite food is one of the main ingredients used to make cough drops. So, the smell of this exhibit might bring back memories of the last time you had a sore throat!

Their round faces are super cute, but the reason they have such big cheeks is because chewing on bamboo all day makes their jaw muscles massive.

**ANSWERS:**

Panda, Koala, Rhinoceros, Hippopotamus, Mountain Lion, Koala, Panda
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